
OUR SUPPLIERS

PHILIP WARREN

We are proud to call Philip Warren our primary meat supplier, who over the years, haven
become friends as well as partners. Different from most other “direct from farm” meat
suppliers, Philip Warren are professional butchers who farm. The business has been farming
and butchering since 1880 and to this day we still dry age and mature our meat the
traditional way on the bone before cutting for today’s modern consumer

RUSHTONS

Rushton’s is the greengrocer at the heart of the capital’s restaurant trade and beyond. Based in the
historic bustle of New Covent Garden Market, we have a highly trained team who really do know the
difference between a good product and a great product.
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 UNCHARTED WINES

Uncharted Wines is an independent wine merchant based in London. They focus on small
Domaines who work sustainably and ethically with a goal to find the future classics, from all
corners of the world. They work predominantly with restaurants and independent wine shops
and are at the forefront of the wine-on-tap revolution.

Uncharted spend a lot of time helping our customers with bespoke tap installations, enabling
them to pour our producers’ wines from environmentally friendly kegs. They challenge the
perception that kegs are only for industrial, mass-produced wines.

HARBOUR BREWING CO

Matching their love for the traditional Cornish lifestyle with a dedication to modern brewing techniques,
Harbour Brewing CO take the best of what's at their fingertips, combined with all they've learnt through
years in the industry. They brew solid, well rounded beers that reflect the ruggedness of their home;
with smiles, you'll never shift. We may be biased, but they brew from the best place on the planet and
are kind enough to host our team on trips down to Cornwall, teaching us all about what goes into our 
 

WINETRADERS

Winetraders is an importer and distributor specialising in high-quality Italian estate wines. Established
in 1997 and based in Oxfordshire we sell both in the UK and in other countries including Canada,
Scandinavia, and Australia.

COOMBESHED FARM

Coombeshed Bakery, headed up by Ben Glazer, supplies restaurants, hotels and farm shops around
Cornwall, the West Country and beyond with organic sourdough wares, made from heritage varieties
of wheat, spelt and rye, much of which is stone ground on site. Whilst predominantly a wholesale
endeavour, Coombeshed also operate a bakery, restaurant and rooms.

https://philipwarrenbutchers.co.uk/
https://philipwarrenbutchers.co.uk/


OUR SUPPLIERS

SWIG WINES LTD

The clue is in the name! Swig are for wine lovers, not wine snobs. Promoting the pleasure of
discovering, drinking and sharing great wine, they are on a mission to discover amazing wines made by
amazing people in amazing places. Above everything, they love wine and aim to share their passion and
knowledge for the industry.

 

JOHN MOWER & CO

Supplying leading restaurants, hotels, bars, deli's and more with quality branded dry goods,
such as flour, sugar, salt, pasta, cooking chocolate and vinegars, John Mower & Co have been
trading for over 60 years and customer service is at the forefront of their success. They pride
themselves on stocking the finest range of products and offering an efficient service..
Customers are at the heart of all that they do and their commitment to their loyal customer
relationships has been the key to their success.

ALLAN REEDER

A family business, long established in the London area, and well known for their quality assurance,
efficient operations and friendly service. If you need anything dairy – or the vegan or dietary alternatives
– they'll make sure you have it, day in, day out.

BIERCRAFT

With a  purpose to put the best beers in the UK and beyond, alongside their counterparts in
the world of wine. Biercraft primarily serve the London on-trade and independent off-trade,
with a focus on sourcing the beers that represent the best of the booming craft beer
industry, whether traditional or experimental.

BANCROFT WINES

Bancroft is a UK based wine importer and distributor. They specialise in representing
family-run wineries from around the world, many of whom share their passion for
sustainability and organic practices. They import wines from over 15 countries and over
190 different award winning wineries. 

NEAL'S YARD DAIRY

Neal's Yard are on a mission to improve British Cheese. Selling a range of cheeses, they are extremely
proud of, made by people they know and trust. Selecting, mature and sell-out British cheeses, the success
of their work is completely reliant upon the expertise and enthusiasm of the people they work with.


